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A recent survey of Smith 
Rock visitors conducted by 
OPRD found that 61% of 
respondents reported feel-
ing somewhat crowded to 
extremely crowded while 
only 17% reported feeling 
not at all crowded. 



Introduction
From the summer of 2016 to the summer of 2017, Oregon Parks and Recreation 
Department (OPRD) and Anderson Krygier Inc (AK) worked together to develop 
an adaptive management framework and a preliminary estimate of numerical 
capacity for Smith Rock State Park. 

The purpose of this report is to help guide Smith Rock man-
agement and planning decisions by articulating manage-
ment goals and objectives, selecting indicators and thresh-
olds that can define desired conditions and measure existing 
conditions in relation to the desired conditions. This report 
will also provide a preliminary estimate of numerical visitor 
capacity for the existing park conditions. OPRD can continue 
to update and refine this framework as park conditions shift 
and management goals develop. 

Since the last master plan was completed in 1991, Smith 
Rock annual day use visitorship has increased from 302,500 
to 746,384, nearly 150%. This change in visitor use has 
created new and unique management challenges for OPRD.  
A recent survey of Smith Rock visitors conducted by OPRD 
found that 61% of respondents reported feeling somewhat 
crowded to extremely crowded while only 17% reported 
feeling not at all crowded. 

In addition to this visitor feedback, OPRD park manage-
ment has expressed concerns resulting from park crowding 
including; staff feeling overwhelmed by visitor numbers, the 
frequent need for emergency response to injured hikers, in-
creased citations, trail degradation, visitor impacts to wildlife, 
visitor impacts to vegetation, excessive vehicles illegally 
parking along the roadways, disruption to neighbors caused 
by cars parking illegally, and an increased numbers of rogue 
trails which can contribute to the degradation of the parks 
natural and cultural resources.

Introduction
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AK worked with the OPRD planning team to develop a custom assessment 
approach that works within the OPRD standard master planning framework. 
In order to do so effectively, AK evaluated commonly used federal visitor and 
resource management approaches alongside the OPRD Comprehensive Planning 
Outline to identify models that would work with available input information 
and produce results that would assist the comprehensive planning effort.

The Visitor Impact Model (VIM), the Visitor Experience and Re-
source Protection Model (VERP), the Limits of Acceptable Change 
framework (LAC) and the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) 
were all evaluated during the initial phase of this effort. The models 
were reviewed to determine standard processes associated with 
implementation as well as the context in which they are generally 
employed and who the developer was. 

Key characteristics these visitor use models all share include: the 
ability to assess and/or minimize impacts that visitors have, the 
consideration of underlying causes not just effects, they allow for 
the selection of a wide array of potential management actions, they 
help managers arrive at decisions that are defensible, they sepa-
rate technical information from judgements, they encourage public 
involvement and they include local resource uses and local resource 
management issues (Nilsen 1997). 

The OPRD Comprehensive Planning approach shares some of the 
characteristics of these federal models, including; public involvement, 
the consideration of local resources, the consideration of cultural 
resources, natural resources and visitor experience, and the devel-
opment of park values. Elements of the federal models that were 
not included in the OPRD Comprehensive Planning approach but 
deemed desirable, included; the ability to use data and technical 

assessment to arrive at defensible decisions and the development of 
indicators and thresholds that can be used to monitor issues and to 
guide the development of management strategies and actions. 

The approach applied in this assessment integrated elements of the 
federal models to arrive at a proposed adaptive management frame-
work and an initial estimate of numerical capacity for Smith Rock. 
Elements of the LAC, VERP, VIM and ROS models were all utilized to 
inform our approach. This assessment is the first step in what could 
be an on-going adaptive management framework used to support 
sustainable management and planning at Smith Rock.  

The basic outline for the approach applied in this assessment is 
as follows: 

• Assembled an interdisciplinary project team 

•  Developed goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park with the 
interdisciplinary project team

•  Delineated Analysis Areas by landscape typologies to articulate the 
assessment by self-similar zones

•  Selected Indicators and Thresholds per Analysis Area to support 
and evaluate the park goals and objectives

•  Produced an estimate of physical capacity of the park based on 
relevant indicators and thresholds 

0.1 Approach
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Approach

Figure 0.1  Model Approach

Identify Values, Issues or Concerns

Social Ecological Managerial

Identify Sub-Classes of Management Typologies

Develop Goals and Objectives

Select Indicators to Measure Performance Against Goals

Develop Thresholds to Characterize Indictors

Use Model Output to Inform Planning, Design and Management

for Existing and Desired Conditions
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After holding a workshop with the Smith Rock interdisciplinary core team on  
June 30th 2016, a set of goals and objectives was identified in order to assist in  
the development of the Smith Rock Capacity Assessment and the Smith Rock 
Master Plan Update. 

1.0 Goals & Objectives

The individuals in attendance at this workshop included: David 
Slaght (OPRD), Chris Parkins (OPRD), Scott Brown (OPRD), Vanessa 
Blackstone (OPRD), Ian Caldwell (OPRD), Ben Hedstrom (OPRD), 
Steve Jenevein (OPRD), Paul Patton (OPRD), Marilee Hanks (Ander-
son Krygier), and Michael Yun (Anderson Krygier). The results of this 
workshop were then evaluated alongside the existing Smith Rock 
Master Plan in order to capture all relevant OPRD goals and objec-
tives. These goals and objectives inform the delineation of analysis 
areas throughout the park, and influence the selection of indicators 
and thresholds used in the development of numerical capacity 
estimate and the adaptive management framework. 

The goals and objectives are reported in this summary in several 
tiers; the broader OPRD Mission, the guiding values at Smith Rock, 
and specific goals associated with Natural Resources, Cultural 
Resources, Management and Visitor Experience at Smith Rock.

 
Oregon Parks and Recreation Department  
Mission Statement:

The mission of the Parks and Recreation Department is to provide 
and protect outstanding natural, scenic, cultural, historic and recre-
ational sites for the enjoyment and education of present and future 
generations.  

 
Guiding Values at Smith Rock 

Protect and preserve the natural and cultural features that have 
made Smith Rock among the most notable state parks in Oregon 
and an international tourist destination.

•  Environmental, ecological and cultural landscape preservation 
should be a management priority at Smith Rock. 

•  Visitor experience will ultimately benefit from upholding this core 
value which will enable OPRD to provide a high quality visitor 
experience now and for future generations.

 
Natural Resource Goals and Objectives

1.  Ensure that healthy priority ecosystems continue to function 
through the preservation of their integrity.  

•  Preserve areas of the park that are currently high quality and 
undisturbed.

•  Consolidate disturbance to areas that are currently developed, 
disturbed, otherwise compromised or lower priority. 

•  Limit unmanaged visitor interaction with high quality natural 
resources that may be adversely affected by visitor presence.  

•  Manage for invasive species 

•  Priority ecosystems at Smith Rock include; intact riparian 
corridors, pollinator meadows, sagebrush steppes and rocky 
escarpments. 

 
2. Restore degraded ecosystems to a functioning capacity.

•  In cases where degradation has already occurred, management 
focus will be on the reparation of these areas to a healthy, 
functioning state. 

•  Priority ecosystems for restoration include; riparian corridors, 
floodplain wetlands and sagebrush steppes.  

4



Goals & Objectives

3. Preserve key habitat areas for target species.

•  Management actions should consider target species habitat 
requirements. 

•  Monitor and evaluate nesting areas yearly, adjusting manage-
ment to perpetuate habitat utilization. 

• Highlight target species education in visitor center.

 
4. Manage areas adjacent to key target species habitat areas 
appropriately

•  Consider impacts of actions on adjacent habitat areas based on 
target species life history requirements

 
5.  Preserve the experience of quietude and the integrity of the 

soundscape at Smith Rock.

•  Manage accessible zones of the park to allow for the experience 
of quietude.

• Consider soundscape impacts of proposed management actions.    

• Monitor existing soundscape quality at Smith Rock 

Visitor Experience Goals and Objectives

1. Encourage diversity in visitor type and use.

•  Identify key visitor groups and create quality experiences whilst 
not feeling that the park needs to “do everything for everybody”. 
Smith Rock key visitor groups currently include; hikers, wildlife 
viewers, climbers, campers, and picnickers. Other user groups 
include birders, trail runners, highliners, geocachers, equestrians 
and mountain bikers.  

•  Balance while mitigating friction and conflict between diverse 
visitor groups. Methods include clearly allocating areas, trails and 
facilities for those that have specific needs, and creating shared 
areas, trails and facilities for others.

 
2.  Facilitate a quality experience for all user types by creating 

variety in trail options, activity areas and viewing areas. 

•  Limit crowding and bottlenecks that detract from the wilderness 
experience and encourage wild-cat behavior (parking and hiking 
off of designated areas).

 
3. Facilitate a quality experience for climbers

•  Limit access to climbing areas to those participating 

•  Improve clarity of climber access routes in the field

•  Present clear signage and information on the ‘covenant of the 
climb’ to discourage visual and physical degrading behavior

SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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 (overuse of chalk, the creation of “wild cat trails” and destructive 
access paths and base of the climb areas).

•  Create trails and locations for the viewing of climbing activity 
without interfering in the climbing group. 

 
4. Accommodate other user groups where appropriate

 
5. Consolidate visitor use to programmed and managed trail 
and areas 

• Inform and direct visitors to appropriate activities.

• Keep visitors in identified areas, and on defined trails.

•  Use interpretation and education as tool for managing behavior, vs 
punitive methods

 
6.  Make significant changes to parking patterns and policies to 

reduce and focus impact in managed areas.

 
7.  Provide sufficient facilities to accommodate current and future 

use within limits of natural resources.

•  Build sufficient facilities to handle use (bathrooms, parking etc.). 
This may require seasonal strategies. 

 
8.  Balance use of the park by professional guide services, trainers, 

and other professional users with the needs of private visitors. 

•  Bolster permit and user fee process.

9. Work with stakeholders to create partnerships outside of the 
park.

•  Create adjacent recreation and aligned visitor opportunities 
outside of park (i.e., agencies, local business owners and land 
owners).

10. Foster interpretation and environmental/cultural education.

11. Manage the bivouac camping area in a way that limits over-
crowding

Cultural Resources Goals and Objectives

1. Protect existing cultural properties (precontact and historic).

2.  Prevent future disturbance to potential locations of cultural 
resources.

•  Conduct additional archaeological surveys in sensitive areas with 
high visitor impact.  

 
Management Goals and Objectives 

1.  Ensure staffing meets needs (appropriate for use – volunteer, 
stewardship, facility maintenance)

•  Create volunteer user-group stewardship teams that would  
take ownership over locations associated with their activity,  
build momentum around the care of the use.

•  Hire activity specific rangers. A canyon ranger would focus  
on the needs of the climbing community and other visitor groups 
and management issues. 

 
2. Improve emergency/disaster preparedness and response. 

• Improve connection to local Search and Rescue teams. 

• Evaluate the need for helicopter landing areas.

•  Work with local emergency service providers and rescue operations 
teams to identify how to improve access to difficult locations. 

 
3. Offset costs of running the park.

• Consider raising fees overall.

•  Charge nominal fees for services or limited resources (ie, pre-paid 
parking spot similar to how one would reserve a camp space).

•  Work with adjacent businesses to generate and share profit (vend-
ing/commercial sales).

 
4.  Create a permitting system that is easy to operate and use,  

and helps to reinforce park goals.

•  Consider leveraging technology for more time-based user interac-
tion (ie, real-time parking space availability and allocation).
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The large landscape area of Smith Rock and the diversity of landscape types made 
it desirable to define sub zones where use patterns and landscape character  
are more self-similar. These analysis areas allow the indicators to address impacts 
and concerns unique to each zone while also allowing thresholds to be scaled 
according to the varied levels of use that can be accommodated. In order to create 
boundaries for these areas, visitor use, natural resources, cultural resources,  
park management zones and geographic features were all considered.

2.0 Analysis Areas

This exercise resulted in the creation of 6 analysis areas within 
Smith Rock broadly defined by front country versus back country 
characteristics, and ranging from the most trafficked/hardened areas 
around the welcome center, to the more fragile ecosystems found in 
the uplands. The following descriptions are accompanied by a map 
which illustrates the areas, Figure 2.1, and a set of figures that illus-
trate the resources present in each analysis area, including; parking, 
park features, climbing, trails, wildlife resources, botanical resources 
and cultural resources. The following descriptions are intended to 
summarize the quantitative data and provide an overview of the 
rationale used to delineate the zones. 

Areas 1A-1D occur along the South Rim of the canyon and account 
for the most intensely used areas of the park. Trails are generally 
classified as Class 1 ‘Easiest’ or Class 2 ‘Easy’, there are few climb-
ing areas, and there are generally lower amounts of priority wildlife 
and botanical resources. Visitor use is high and several activity types 
are accommodated, including; sightseeing, picnicking, events, wed-
dings, short walks or hikes and overnight accommodations. 
This is the only portion of the park that accommodates vehicular 
traffic and parking. These areas are categorically similar, but have 
been subdivided in order to evaluate distinct use typologies in each 
sub-area. 

 
1A. Southern Point 

Of the portion of Smith Rock south of the river this area is the most 
undeveloped, comprised of unused forested and flat area along the 
southern rim of the canyon. Area 1A is 35.28 total acres. Area 1A 
contains no parking, no park features and no major climbing areas. 

Area 1A has 804.8 ft of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails and 86.6 ft of Class 
3 ‘Moderate’ trails. Area 1A contains 17.21 acres (48.78% cover) 
of medium wildlife value, 9.70 acres (27.48% cover) of marginal 
wildlife value, and 8.64 acres (24.49% cover) of minimal wildlife 
value. Area 1A contains 6.09 acres (17.25% cover) of high botanical 
resource value, 12.66 acres (35.90% cover) of moderate with 
potential for high botanical resource value, 15.42 acres (43.71% 
cover) of moderate botanical resource value, and 1.37 acres (3.89% 
cover) of low botanical resource value. Area 1A contains 22.06 acres 
(65.53% cover) of sensitive cultural resources. 

 
1B. Bivouac 

This area accommodates the bivouac camping at Smith Rock, which 
is the only overnight use at the park. Area 1B is 27.42 total acres. 
Area 1B contains 75 standard parking spaces, 7 picnic tables and 
approximately 1 overnight campsite per parking spot. Area 1B has 
462.0 ft of Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails, 416.1 ft of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails 
and 2,230.4 ft of Class 8 ‘Bivouac Access’ trails. Area 1B contains 
8.12 acres (29.61% cover) of medium wildlife value, 12.91 acres 
(47.07% cover) of marginal wildlife value, and 8.54 acres (31.16% 
cover) of minimal wildlife value. Area 1B contains 1.24 acres (4.53% 
cover) of high botanical resource value, 7.20 acres (26.25% cover) 
of moderate with potential for high botanical resource value, 10.71 
acres (39.05% cover) of moderate botanical resource value, and 
10.14 acres (36.98% cover) of low botanical resource value. Area 1B 
contains 27.26 acres (99.42% cover) of sensitive cultural resources. 
There are no major climbing areas in this zone.
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1C. Day Use

This area contains on-street parking, a large parking lot, sidewalks, 
restroom facilities, picnic areas, the welcome center, the native plant 
gardens and event spaces. Area 1C is 34.81 total acres. Area 1C 
contains 236 standard parking spaces, 9 ADA parking spaces and 5 
bus parking spaces. Area 1C has 12 picnic features, 2 event spaces, 
1 overlook feature and 1 visitor center. Area 1C has 4,938.7 ft of 
Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails, 241.6 ft of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails, 206.1 ft of 
Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails, and 2,167 Class 9 ‘Conveyance’ trails. Area 
1C contains 8.12 acres (29.61% cover) of medium wildlife value, 
12.91 acres (47.07% cover) of marginal wildlife value, and 8.54 
acres (31.16% cover) of minimal wildlife value. Area 1C contains 
1.24 acres (4.53% cover) of high botanical resource value, 7.20 
acres (26.25% cover) of moderate with potential for high botanical 
resource value, 10.71 acres (39.05% cover) of moderate botanical 
resource value, and 10.14 acres (36.98% cover) of low botanical 
resource value. Area 1C contains 27.26 acres (99.42% cover) of 
sensitive cultural resources. There are no major climbing areas in this 
zone.

 
1D. Northern Point 

This area contains a large off street parking lot, a temporary parking 
lot, on-street parking, sidewalks, restroom facilities, picnic areas 
and event spaces, including an area used for weddings. This area 
accommodates the Rex House. Area 1D is 22.24 total acres. Area 
1D contains 216 standard parking spaces, and 2 ADA parking 
spaces. Area 1D has 1 picnic features, and 2 event spaces. Area 1D 
has 2,467.0 ft of Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails, 468.3 ft of Class 2 ‘Easy’ 
trails, 236.6 ft of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails, and 115.9 ft of Class 
9 ‘Conveyance’ trails. Area 1D contains 4.55 acres (20.46% cover) 
of medium wildlife value, 12.33 acres (55.46% cover) of marginal 
wildlife value, and 5.45 acres (24.51% cover) of minimal wildlife 
value. Area 1D contains 3.63 acres (16.31% cover) of high botanical 
resource value, 5.45 acres (24.51% cover) of moderate with poten-
tial for high botanical resource value, 9.89 acres (44.49% cover) of 
moderate botanical resource value, and 3.36 acres (15.13% cover) 
of low botanical resource value. Area 1D contains 19.21 acres 
(86.38% cover) of moderate cultural resources. There are no major 
climbing areas in this zone.

`

2. River Corridor 

This area sees less intense use than areas 1A - 1D. Area 2 is 185.34 
total acres. Area 2 contains no parking and no event spaces. Area 2 
contains 1 picnic area. Area 2 has 9,881.0 ft of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails, 
20,755.5 ft of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails, 2,511.8 ft of Class 4 ‘Diffi-
cult’ trails, 3.1 ft of Class 5 ‘Very Difficult’ trails, 1,846.6 ft of Class 
6 ‘Climbing Access’ trails, 3,174.8 ft of Class 7 ‘Rogue’ trails and 
79.2 ft of Class 9 ‘Conveyance’ trails. Area 2 contains 90.08 acres 
(48.60% cover) of medium wildlife value, 95.37 acres (51.45% 
cover) of marginal wildlife value, and 1.22 acres (0.66% cover) of 
minimal wildlife value. Area 2 contains 62.75 acres (33.86% cover) 
of high botanical resource value, 64.60 acres (34.86% cover) of 
moderate with potential for high botanical resource value, 40.58 
acres (21.89% cover) of moderate botanical resource value, and 
18.75 acres (10.11% cover) of low botanical resource value. Area 2 
contains 52.95 acres (28.57% cover) of sensitive cultural resources 
and 29.56 acres (15.95% cover) of moderate cultural resources. 
Area 2 contains 3 major climbing routes which accommodate large 
groups of climbers.

3. Uplands 

This area contains the most sensitive natural resources in the park 
but is also the most heavily utilized for climbing and trekking. 
Primary climbing destinations in Area 3, include; the main area, 
monkey face, monument, the back side. Area 3 is 346.03 total acres. 
Area 3 contains no parking and no event or picnic areas. Area 3 has 
283.7 ft of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails, 15,019.6 ft of Class 4 ‘Difficult’ 
trails, 5,092.9 ft of Class 5 ‘Very Difficult’ trails, 21,621.7 ft of Class 
6 ‘Climbing Access’ trails, and 5,132.8 ft of Class 7 ‘Rogue’ trails. 
Area 3 contains 223.90 acres (64.71% cover) of medium wildlife 
value, 129.59 acres (37.45% cover) of marginal wildlife value, and 
1.38 acres (0.40% cover) of minimal wildlife value. Area 3 contains 
152.48 acres (44.06% cover) of high botanical resource value, 6.67 
acres (1.93% cover) of moderate with potential for high botanical 
resource value, 153.99 acres (44.50% cover) of moderate botanical 
resource value, and 41.74 acres (12.06% cover) of low botanical 
resource value. Area 3 contains 17.79 acres (5.14% cover) of sensi-
tive cultural resources and 26.83 acres (7.75% cover) of moderate 
cultural resources. Area 3 contains approximately 19 major climbing 
routes which accommodate smaller groups of climbers and numer-
ous less commonly used routes.

Analysis Areas
SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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2.1 Analysis Areas
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2.2 Botanical Resource Value by Analysis Area
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2.3 Wildlife Value Rating by Analysis Area

Wildlife Value Rating Acres by Analysis Area

Wildlife Value Rating Percent by Analysis Area
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2.4 Cultural Resources by Analysis Area
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2.5 Trail Classification by Analysis Area
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Smith Rock Trails Assessment. 
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2.6 Climbing by Analysis Area

Climbing Capacity by Analysis Area
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*Climbing information included in this report was based on expert input. The routes 
included in this analysis intend to capture the most commonly utilized routes and 
do not necessarily represent an exhaustive list of every available resource.

Aerial Imagery: ESRI, OPRD   Data Source: OPRD, Anderson Krygier, Inc.
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2.7 Park Features by Analysis Area

Park Feature Quantity and Design Capacity by Analysis Area
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2.8 Parking by Analysis Area
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The selection of indicators and thresholds is an essential component of an 
adaptive management framework for Smith Rock. Indicators and thresholds 
can help focus park monitoring and management on issues which have a direct 
impact on the goals and objectives identified for the park. A portion of these 
indicators and thresholds will feed in directly to the estimate of numerical visitor 
capacity for the park. 

3.0 Indicators & Thresholds

The indicators and thresholds are organized by analysis area be-
cause each area of the park has different visitor experience, natural 
resource, cultural resource and management settings and resulting 

needs. The following section of the report identifies indicators se-
lected for each analysis area, proposes a threshold, describes a brief 
rationale for the indicator and suggests a monitoring strategy. 
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Indicators & Thresholds

Persons per View (PPV) on Hiking Trails in Analysis Area 1A

Conservation of Existing High Quality Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1A

Analysis Area 1A – Southern Point

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

Persons per view (PPV) is a commonly used to quantify visitor crowding in higher use areas of parks nationwide (Lawson 2017, Manning 
2011). Higher PPV increases a visitor’s sense of crowding, adversely impacting their experience while at the park. Higher amounts of 
crowding on trails could also have adverse impacts on trail quality, wildlife habitat, botanical resources and cultural resources. 

The extent of quality habitat acres directly supports OPRD’s goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith Rock 
State Park. By preserving existing medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas and high quality botanical resources, OPRD will also 
support the associated goals of management for target species and the preservation of priority habitat. 

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for management flexibility if restoration actions are implemented to create additional high quality habitat areas. 

Strategically place trails counters and develop a statistical relationship between automated trail counter data and resulting PPV (Lawson, 
2017). This relationship is periodically tested by conducting an observational field study and adjusting the statistical relationship between 
counts and PPV accordingly.

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

There are no more than 2.5 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are 
no more than 2.0 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. 

The extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat area and high quality botanical resources shall not decrease from existing. 

PPV on Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails and Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails

Extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas, and high quality botanical resources. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Visitor Experience

Natural Resources

SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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Restoration of Degraded Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1A

Managing Invasive Species in Analysis Area 1A

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The restoration of low and moderate botanical resource value acreage directly supports OPRD’s goal to restore degraded natural areas 
throughout Smith Rock State Park. OPRD’s botanical resources report identifies priority restoration targets and can be used to guide 
restoration efforts.  

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for OPRD management to determine the appropriate level of restoration that is realistically achievable.

The management of invasive species directly supports the OPRD goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith 
Rock State Park. By managing for invasive species, OPRD will increase the value of wildlife habitat and botanical resources. Higher value 
wildlife habitat and botanical resources will also enhance visitor experience.  

Evaluate botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Evaluate the extent cover of invasive species through regular surveying and reporting. 

The extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value shall be reduced from the existing extent. 

The percent cover of invasive species shall be reduced from the existing conditions. 

Extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value.  

The percent cover of invasive species.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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Indicators & Thresholds

Protect Existing Cultural Properties in Analysis Area 1A

Vehicles At One Time (VAOT) at the Bivouac Parking Lot in Analysis Area 1B

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The preservation of existing cultural resources directly supports OPRD’s cultural resource goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park. 
These resources are important elements within the State Park system, and OPRD’s mission supports the protection of those resources.   

Vehicles at one time (VAOT) is commonly used to assess vehicular congestion in parks (Lawson 2017). Unsafe conditions can occur if the 
numbers of vehicles present exceeds the allotted capacity. At Smith Rock, neighbors experience additional disturbance when visitor’s park 
illegally along the street adjacent to private property. Parking lot capacities are an ideal way to set thresholds for maximum VAOT at park 
destinations (Lawson 2017).   

Conduct regular archaeological survey and condition monitoring at sites in sensitive areas and evaluate visitor impacts. Execute project 
specific archaeological survey prior to taking action that could result in cultural resource damage.

Implement Automated Vehicular Traffic Recorders (ATR) at strategic locations throughout the park, conduct periodic observational studies 
and establish statistical relationships between recorded data and observed VAOT.  

The integrity of existing cultural resources shall not be damaged by visitor use or park management. 

Limit VAOT at park destinations to the design capacity of the parking lots.

The integrity of existing cultural resources.  

VAOT at the Bivouac Parking Lot (Parking Area 4). 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Analysis Area 1B – Bivouac

Cultural Resources

Visitor Experience

SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

Tents at one time directly relates to the OPRD permitting method currently in place at the Bivouac Campground. The existing informal 
nature of the campground allows for flexibility in locating tents, but the number of tents should not exceed the number of vehicles 
permitted in the lot. 

People at one time (PAOT) is commonly used measurement of crowding in parks (Lawson 2017). Crowded conditions have been shown 
to negatively impact visitor experience and the majority of respondents to the 2016 Smith Rock Visitor Survey reported feeling either 
somewhat or extremely crowded. A natural threshold for Park Feature is the design capacity of that feature when it’s known. Features 
without a known design capacity may have site specific standards for crowding and thresholds assigned to those features should contin-
ue to be evaluated against on-going visitor use feedback.  

Conduct periodic observational studies and establish statistical relationships between recorded ATR data and observed TAOT.  

Develop a statistical relationship between ATR data and usage of park features at Smith Rock based on observational studies and visitor 
survey responses. Conduct periodic observational studies to update the correlation between ATR data and park feature use.   

Limit TAOT in the campground to 1 tent per vehicle. In Analysis Area 1B, there will be no more than 57 tents in the bivouac campground.   

Limit PAOT at park features to the design capacity of those features. In Analysis Area 1B, PAOT shall not exceed design capacity for the 
picnic features

TAOT at the campground. 

PAOT at Park Features. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Tents At One Time (TAOT) in the Bivouac Camping Area in Analysis Area 1B

People At One Time (PAOT) at Park Features in Analysis Area 1B

Visitor Experience

Visitor Experience
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INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

PPV on Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails and Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails

Extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas, and high quality botanical resources. 

The extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat area and high quality botanical resources shall not decrease from existing. 

The extent of quality habitat acres directly supports OPRD’s goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith Rock State 
Park. By preserving existing medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas and high quality botanical resources, OPRD will also support the 
associated goals of management for target species and the preservation of priority habitat. 

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also allow 
for management flexibility if restoration actions are implemented to create additional high quality habitat areas.

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

There are no more than 5 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no 
more than 2.5 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. 

Persons per view (PPV) is a commonly used to quantify visitor crowding in higher use areas of parks nationwide (Lawson 2017,  
Manning 2011). Higher PPV increases a visitor’s sense of crowding, adversely impacting their experience while at the park. Higher amounts 
of crowding on trails could also have adverse impacts on trail quality, wildlife habitat, botanical resources and cultural resources. 

Strategically place trails counters and develop a statistical relationship between automated trail counter data and resulting PPV (Lawson, 
2017). This relationship is periodically tested by conducting an observational field study and adjusting the statistical relationship between 
counts and PPV accordingly.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Persons Per View (PPV) on Hiking Trails in Analysis Area 1B

Conservation of Existing High Quality Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1B

Indicators & Thresholds

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience

SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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The management of invasive species directly supports the OPRD goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith 
Rock State Park. By managing for invasive species, OPRD will increase the value of wildlife habitat and botanical resources. Higher value 
wildlife habitat and botanical resources will also enhance visitor experience.  

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The restoration of low and moderate botanical resource value acreage directly supports OPRD’s goal to restore degraded natural areas 
throughout Smith Rock State Park. OPRD’s botanical resources report identifies priority restoration targets and can be used to guide 
restoration efforts.

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for OPRD management to determine the appropriate level of restoration that is realistically achievable. 

The extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value shall be reduced from the existing extent. 

The percent cover of invasive species shall be reduced from the existing conditions. 

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Evaluate the extent cover of invasive species through regular surveying and reporting. 

Extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value.  

The percent cover of invasive species.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Restoration of Degraded Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1B

Managing Invasive Species in Analysis Area 1B Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

The integrity of existing cultural resources.  

The integrity of existing cultural resources shall not be damaged by visitor use or park management. 

The preservation of existing cultural resources directly supports OPRD’s cultural resource goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park. 
These resources are important elements within the State Park system, and OPRD’s mission supports the protection of those resources.   

Conduct regular archaeological survey and condition monitoring at sites in sensitive areas and evaluate visitor impacts. Execute project 
specific archaeological survey prior to taking action that could result in cultural resource damage.

MONITORING STRATEGY

Protect Existing Cultural Properties in Analysis Area 1B

Vehicles At One Time (VAOT) at the Day Use Area in Analysis Area 1C

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

Vehicles at one time (VAOT) is commonly used to assess vehicular congestion in parks (Lawson 2017). Unsafe conditions can occur if the 
numbers of vehicles present exceeds the allotted capacity. At Smith Rock, neighbors experience additional disturbance when visitor’s park 
illegally along the street adjacent to private property. Parking lot capacities are an ideal way to set thresholds for maximum VAOT at park 
destinations (Lawson 2017).   

Implement Automated Vehicular Traffic Recorders (ATR) at strategic locations throughout the park, conduct periodic observational studies 
and establish statistical relationships between recorded data and observed VAOT.  

Limit VAOT at park destinations to the design capacity of the parking lots. 

VAOT at the Day Use Area (Parking Area 2 and Parking Area 3). 

MONITORING STRATEGY

Analysis Area 1C – Day Use

Indicators & Thresholds

Cultural Resources

Visitor Experience
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People at one time (PAOT) is commonly used measurement of crowding in parks (Lawson 2017). Crowded conditions have been shown 
to negatively impact visitor experience and the majority of respondents to the 2016 Smith Rock Visitor Survey reported feeling either 
somewhat or extremely crowded. A natural threshold for Park Feature is the design capacity of that feature when it’s known. Features 
without a known design capacity may have site specific standards for crowding and thresholds assigned to those features should  
continue to be evaluated against on-going visitor use feedback.

Persons per view (PPV) is a commonly used to quantify visitor crowding in higher use areas of parks nationwide (Lawson 2017, Manning 
2011). Higher PPV increases a visitor’s sense of crowding, adversely impacting their experience while at the park. Higher amounts of 
crowding on trails could also have adverse impacts on trail quality, wildlife habitat, botanical resources and cultural resources. 

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

Limit PAOT at park features to the design capacity of those features. In Analysis Area 1C, PAOT shall not exceed design capacity for the 
Visitor’s Center, the event areas, the picnic features and the overlook.   

There are no more than 7 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no 
more than 5 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no more than 3 PPV 
on a selected 150 ft section of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails more than 15% of the time per day.   

Develop a statistical relationship between ATR data and usage of park features at Smith Rock based on observational studies and visitor 
survey responses. Conduct periodic observational studies to update the correlation between ATR data and park feature use.   

Strategically place trails counters and develop a statistical relationship between automated trail counter data and resulting PPV (Lawson, 
2017). This relationship is periodically tested by conducting an observational field study and adjusting the statistical relationship between 
counts and PPV accordingly.

PAOT at Park Features. 

PPV on Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails, Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails and Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails.

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

People At One Time (PAOT) at Park Features in Analysis Area 1C

Persons Per View (PPV) on Hiking Trails in Analysis Area 1C

Visitor Experience

Visitor Experience
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INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

Extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas, and high quality botanical resources. 

Extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value.  

The extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat area and high quality botanical resources shall not decrease from existing. 

The extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value shall be reduced from the existing extent. 

The extent of quality habitat acres directly supports OPRD’s goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith Rock State 
Park. By preserving existing medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas and high quality botanical resources, OPRD will also support the 
associated goals of management for target species and the preservation of priority habitat. 

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also allow 
for management flexibility if restoration actions are implemented to create additional high quality habitat areas. 

The restoration of low and moderate botanical resource value acreage directly supports OPRD’s goal to restore degraded natural areas 
throughout Smith Rock State Park. OPRD’s botanical resources report identifies priority restoration targets and can be used to guide resto-
ration efforts.  

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also allow 
for OPRD management to determine the appropriate level of restoration that is realistically achievable.

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Evaluate botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Conservation of Existing High Quality Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1C

Restoration of Degraded Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1C

Indicators & Thresholds

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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The management of invasive species directly supports the OPRD goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith 
Rock State Park. By managing for invasive species, OPRD will increase the value of wildlife habitat and botanical resources. Higher value 
wildlife habitat and botanical resources will also enhance visitor experience.  

The preservation of existing cultural resources directly supports OPRD’s cultural resource goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park. 
These resources are important elements within the State Park system, and OPRD’s mission supports the protection of those resources.   

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The percent cover of invasive species shall be reduced from the existing conditions. 

The integrity of existing cultural resources shall not be damaged by visitor use or park management. 

Evaluate the extent cover of invasive species through regular surveying and reporting. 

Conduct regular archaeological survey and condition monitoring at sites in sensitive areas and evaluate visitor impacts. Execute project 
specific archaeological survey prior to taking action that could result in cultural resource damage.

The percent cover of invasive species.  

The integrity of existing cultural resources.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Managing Invasive Species in Analysis Area 1C

Protect Existing Cultural Properties in Analysis Area 1C

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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Vehicles At One Time (VAOT) at the Northern Point in Analysis Area 1D

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

Vehicles at one time (VAOT) is commonly used to assess vehicular congestion in parks (Lawson 2017). Unsafe conditions can occur if the 
numbers of vehicles present exceeds the allotted capacity. At Smith Rock, neighbors experience additional disturbance when visitor’s park 
illegally along the street adjacent to private property. Parking lot capacities are an ideal way to set thresholds for maximum VAOT at park 
destinations (Lawson 2017). Additional work is necessary to establish an ideal maximum usage for the temporary parking lot (PA5).  

Implement Automated Vehicular Traffic Recorders (ATR) at strategic locations throughout the park, conduct periodic observational studies 
and establish statistical relationships between recorded data and observed VAOT.  

Limit VAOT at park destinations to the design capacity of the parking lots. 

VAOT at the Northern Point and the Temporary Parking Lot (Parking Area 1 and Parking Area 5). 

MONITORING STRATEGY

Analysis Area 1D – Northern Point

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

PAOT at Park Features. 

Limit PAOT at park features to the design capacity of those features. In Analysis Area 1D, PAOT shall not exceed design capacity for the 
event areas, the picnic features and the wedding space.   

People at one time (PAOT) is commonly used measurement of crowding in parks (Lawson 2017). Crowded conditions have been shown to 
negatively impact visitor experience and the majority of respondents to the 2016 Smith Rock Visitor Survey reported feeling either some-
what or extremely crowded. A natural threshold for Park Feature is the design capacity of that feature when it’s known. Features without 
a known design capacity may have site specific standards for crowding and thresholds assigned to those features should continue to be 
evaluated against on-going visitor use feedback.  

Develop a statistical relationship between ATR data and usage of park features at Smith Rock based on observational studies and  
visitor survey responses. Conduct periodic observational studies to update the correlation between ATR data and park feature use.   

MONITORING STRATEGY

People At One Time (PAOT) at Park Features in Analysis Area 1D

Indicators & Thresholds

Visitor Experience

Visitor Experience
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Persons per view (PPV) is a commonly used to quantify visitor crowding in higher use areas of parks nationwide (Lawson 2017, Manning 
2011). Higher PPV increases a visitor’s sense of crowding, adversely impacting their experience while at the park. Higher amounts of 
crowding on trails could also have adverse impacts on trail quality, wildlife habitat, botanical resources and cultural resources. 

The extent of quality habitat acres directly supports OPRD’s goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith Rock 
State Park. By preserving existing medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas and high quality botanical resources, OPRD will also 
support the associated goals of management for target species and the preservation of priority habitat. 

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for management flexibility if restoration actions are implemented to create additional high quality habitat areas. 

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

There are no more than 5 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails more than 15% of the time per day .There are no 
more than 2.5 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no more than 2.0 
PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. 

The extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat area and high quality botanical resources shall not decrease from existing. 

Strategically place trails counters and develop a statistical relationship between automated trail counter data and resulting PPV (Lawson, 
2017). This relationship is periodically tested by conducting an observational field study and adjusting the statistical relationship between 
counts and PPV accordingly.

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

PPV on Class 1 ‘Easiest’ trails, Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails and Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails

Extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas, and high quality botanical resources. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Persons Per View (PPV) on Hiking Trails in Analysis Area 1D

Conservation of Existing High Quality Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1D Natural Resources

Visitor Experience
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Restoration of Degraded Natural Areas in Analysis Area 1D

Managing Invasive Species in Analysis Area 1D

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The restoration of low and moderate botanical resource value acreage directly supports OPRD’s goal to restore degraded natural areas 
throughout Smith Rock State Park. OPRD’s botanical resources report identifies priority restoration targets and can be used to guide 
restoration efforts.  

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for OPRD management to determine the appropriate level of restoration that is realistically achievable.

The management of invasive species directly supports the OPRD goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith 
Rock State Park. By managing for invasive species, OPRD will increase the value of wildlife habitat and botanical resources. Higher value 
wildlife habitat and botanical resources will also enhance visitor experience.  

Evaluate botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Evaluate the extent cover of invasive species through regular surveying and reporting. 

The extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value shall be reduced from the existing extent. 

The percent cover of invasive species shall be reduced from the existing conditions. 

Extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value.  

The percent cover of invasive species.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Indicators & Thresholds

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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The preservation of existing cultural resources directly supports OPRD’s cultural resource goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park. 
These resources are important elements within the State Park system, and OPRD’s mission supports the protection of those resources.   

People at one time (PAOT) is commonly used measurement of crowding in parks (Lawson 2017). Crowded conditions have been shown 
to negatively impact visitor experience and the majority of respondents to the 2016 Smith Rock Visitor Survey reported feeling either 
somewhat or extremely crowded. A natural threshold for Park Feature is the design capacity of that feature when it’s known. Features 
without a known design capacity may have site specific standards for crowding and thresholds assigned to those features should contin-
ue to be evaluated against on-going visitor use feedback.  

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The integrity of existing cultural resources shall not be damaged by visitor use or park management. 

Limit PAOT at park features to the design capacity of those features. In Analysis Area 2, PAOT shall not exceed design capacity for the 
picnic features.   

Conduct regular archaeological survey and condition monitoring at sites in sensitive areas and evaluate visitor impacts. Execute project 
specific archaeological survey prior to taking action that could result in cultural resource damage.

Develop a statistical relationship between ATR data and usage of park features at Smith Rock based on observational studies and visitor 
survey responses. Conduct periodic observational studies to update the correlation between ATR data and park feature use.   

The integrity of existing cultural resources.  

PAOT at Park Features. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Protect Existing Cultural Properties in Analysis Area 1D

People At One Time (PAOT) at Park Features in Analysis Area 2

Analysis Area 2 – River Corridor 

Cultural Resources

Visitor Experience
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People At One Time (PAOT) on Climbing Routes in Analysis Area 2

Persons Per View (PPV) on Hiking Trails in Analysis Area 2

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

People at one time (PAOT) is commonly used measurement of crowding in parks (Lawson 2017). Limiting PAOT on climbing routes 
directly supports OPRD’s goal of continuing to provide a quality experience for climbers while preserving the integrity of natural resources 
essential to the character of the park. Overcrowding at the base of climbing walls could result in dangerous conditions for climbers and 
increased impacts to natural resources including; accumulated debris, increased trampling of adjacent vegetation, disturbance to wildlife, 
and disturbance to the soundscape.   

Persons per view (PPV) is a commonly used to quantify visitor crowding in higher use areas of parks nationwide (Lawson 2017, Manning 
2011). Higher PPV increases a visitor’s sense of crowding, adversely impacting their experience while at the park. Higher amounts of 
crowding on trails could also have adverse impacts on trail quality, wildlife habitat, botanical resources and cultural resources. 

Strategically place trail counters to capture foot traffic to key climbing areas. Develop a statistical relationship between trail counter 
data and PAOT at the base of climbing routes based observational studies. Conduct periodic observational studies to update the 
correlation between ATR data and park feature use.   

Strategically place trails counters and develop a statistical relationship between automated trail counter data and resulting PPV (Law-
son, 2017). This relationship is periodically tested by conducting an observational field study and adjusting the statistical relationship 
between counts and PPV accordingly.  

Limit PAOT at Climbing Routes to a 3 per route for small groups and 12 per route for large groups.    

There are no more than 2.0 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no 
more than 1.0 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no more 
than 0.4735 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 4 ‘Difficult’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no more than 
0.2367 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 5 ‘Very Difficult’ trails more than 15% of the time per day.

PAOT at Climbing Routes. 

PPV on Class 2 ‘Easy’ trails, Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails, Class 4 ‘Difficult’ trails and Class 5 ‘Very Difficult’ trails.

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Indicators & Thresholds

Visitor Experience

Visitor Experience
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Smith Rock has over 8,300 LF of documented rogue trails. These rogue trails bisect habitat areas, disturb native wildlife species, impact 
native vegetation and increase the potential for erosion. Rogue trails impact visitor experience by increasing the difficulty of navigation 
when multiple unsigned trails confuse the user and by increasing the potential for injury because the trails are unmaintained. By limiting 
these rogue trails, OPRD will benefit wildlife value, botanical resources and visitor experience.     

The extent of quality habitat acres directly supports OPRD’s goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith Rock 
State Park. By preserving existing medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas and high quality botanical resources, OPRD will also 
support the associated goals of management for target species and the preservation of priority habitat. 

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for management flexibility if restoration actions are implemented to create additional high quality habitat areas. 

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The lineal extent of rogue trails does not increase from its baseline existing condition. 

The extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat area and high quality botanical resources shall not decrease from existing. 

Monitor the extent and condition of rogue trails through periodic GPS mapping and trails assessments. 

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Length (lineal feet) of rogue trails 

Extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas, and high quality botanical resources. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Length of Rogue Trails in Analysis Area 2

Conservation of Existing High Quality Natural Areas in Analysis Area 2

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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Restoration of Degraded Natural Areas in Analysis Area 2

Managing Invasive Species in Analysis Area 2

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The restoration of low and moderate botanical resource value acreage directly supports OPRD’s goal to restore degraded natural areas 
throughout Smith Rock State Park. OPRD’s botanical resources report identifies priority restoration targets and can be used to guide 
restoration efforts.  

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for OPRD management to determine the appropriate level of restoration that is realistically achievable.   

The management of invasive species directly supports the OPRD goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith 
Rock State Park. By managing for invasive species, OPRD will increase the value of wildlife habitat and botanical resources. Higher value 
wildlife habitat and botanical resources will also enhance visitor experience.  

Evaluate botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Evaluate the extent cover of invasive species through regular surveying and reporting. 

The extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value shall be reduced from the existing extent. 

The percent cover of invasive species shall be reduced from the existing conditions. 

Extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value.  

The percent cover of invasive species.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Indicators & Thresholds

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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The preservation of existing cultural resources directly supports OPRD’s cultural resource goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park. 
These resources are important elements within the State Park system, and OPRD’s mission supports the protection of those resources.   

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

The integrity of existing cultural resources shall not be damaged by visitor use or park management. 

Conduct regular archaeological survey and condition monitoring at sites in sensitive areas and evaluate visitor impacts. Execute project 
specific archaeological survey prior to taking action that could result in cultural resource damage.

The integrity of existing cultural resources.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

Protect Existing Cultural Properties in Analysis Area 2

People at one time (PAOT) is commonly used measurement of crowding in parks (Lawson 2017). Limiting PAOT on climbing routes 
directly supports OPRD’s goal of continuing to provide a quality experience for climbers while preserving the integrity of natural resources 
essential to the character of the park. Overcrowding at the base of climbing walls could result in dangerous conditions for climbers and 
increased impacts to natural resources including; accumulated debris, increased trampling of adjacent vegetation, disturbance to wildlife, 
and disturbance to the soundscape.   

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

Limit PAOT at Climbing Routes to a 3 per route for small groups and 12 per route for large groups.    

Strategically place trail counters to capture foot traffic to key climbing areas. Develop a statistical relationship between trail counter data 
and PAOT at the base of climbing routes based observational studies. Conduct periodic observational studies to update the correlation 
between ATR data and park feature use.   

PAOT at Climbing Routes. 

MONITORING STRATEGY

People At One Time (PAOT) on Climbing Routes in Analysis Area 3

Analysis Area 3 – Uplands

Cultural Resources

Visitor Experience
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Persons Per View (PPV) on Hiking Trails in Analysis Area 3

Rogue Trails in Analysis Area 3

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

Persons per view (PPV) is a commonly used to quantify visitor crowding in higher use parks nationwide (Lawson 2017, Manning 2011). 
Higher PPV increases a visitor’s sense of crowding, adversely impacting their experience while at the park. Higher amounts of crowding 
on trails could also have adverse impacts on trail quality, wildlife habitat, botanical resources and cultural resources. 

Smith Rock has over 8,300 LF of documented rogue trails. These rogue trails bisect habitat areas, disturb native wildlife species, impact 
native vegetation and increase the potential for erosion. Rogue trails impact visitor experience by increasing the difficulty of navigation 
when multiple unsigned trails confuse the user and by increasing the potential for injury because the trails are unmaintained. By limiting 
these rogue trails, OPRD will benefit wildlife value, botanical resources and visitor experience.     

Strategically place trails counters and develop a statistical relationship between automated trail counter data and resulting PPV (Law-
son, 2017). This relationship is periodically tested by conducting an observational field study and adjusting the statistical relationship 
between counts and PPV accordingly.  

Monitor the extent and condition of rogue trails through periodic GPS mapping and trails assessments. 

There are no more than 0.4735 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There 
are no more than 0.2367 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 4 ‘Difficult’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. There are no 
more than0.1894 PPV on a selected 150 ft section of Class 5 ‘Very Difficult’ trails more than 15% of the time per day. Misery Ridge 
could be considered an exception to these PPV classifications due to the unique visitor experience expectations. Given these unique 
expectations, Misery Ridge PPV classification could be raised from 0.1894 to 2.  

The lineal extent of rogue trails does not increase from its baseline existing condition. 

PPV on Class 3 ‘Moderate’ trails, Class 4 ‘Difficult’ trails and Class 5 ‘Very Difficult’ trails

Length (lineal feet) of rogue trails 

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Indicators & Thresholds

Natural Resources

Visitor Experience
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The extent of quality habitat acres directly supports OPRD’s goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at Smith Rock 
State Park. By preserving existing medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas and high quality botanical resources, OPRD will also 
support the associated goals of management for target species and the preservation of priority habitat. 

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for management flexibility if restoration actions are implemented to create additional high quality habitat areas.  

The restoration of low and moderate botanical resource value acreage directly supports OPRD’s goal to restore degraded natural areas 
throughout Smith Rock State Park. OPRD’s botanical resources report identifies priority restoration targets and can be used to guide 
restoration efforts.  

Using the existing acreage as a threshold ensures that park conditions will not degrade beyond the existing conditions, but will also 
allow for OPRD management to determine the appropriate level of restoration that is realistically achievable. 

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat area and high quality botanical resources shall not decrease from existing. 

The extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value shall be reduced from the existing extent. 

Evaluate wildlife and botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Evaluate botanical resources through regular surveying and reporting. 

Extent (acres) of medium and high quality wildlife habitat areas, and high quality botanical resources. 

Extent (acres) of low and moderate botanical resource value.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Conservation of Existing High Quality Natural Areas in Analysis Area 3

Restoration of Degraded Natural Areas in Analysis Area 3

Natural Resources

Natural Resources
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Managing Invasive Species in Analysis Area 3

Protect Existing Cultural Properties in Analysis Area 3

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

The management of invasive species directly supports the OPRD goal to ensure that healthy ecosystems continue to function at  
Smith Rock State Park. By managing for invasive species, OPRD will increase the value of wildlife habitat and botanical resources.  
Higher value wildlife habitat and botanical resources will also enhance visitor experience.  

The preservation of existing cultural resources directly supports OPRD’s cultural resource goals and objectives for Smith Rock State Park. 
These resources are important elements within the State Park system, and OPRD’s mission supports the protection of those resources.    

Evaluate the extent cover of invasive species through regular surveying and reporting. 

Conduct regular archaeological survey and condition monitoring at sites in sensitive areas and evaluate visitor impacts. Execute project 
specific archaeological survey prior to taking action that could result in cultural resource damage.

The percent cover of invasive species shall be reduced from the existing conditions. 

The integrity of existing cultural resources shall not be damaged by visitor use or park management. 

The percent cover of invasive species.  

The integrity of existing cultural resources.  

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Indicators & Thresholds

Cultural Resources

Natural Resources
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Non-outfitter commercial and event use of the park can generate conflicts with other park users and these conflicts can result in man-
agement challenges. In order to minimize conflicts and management challenges, it is necessary to limit permits for non-outfitter commer-
cial and event use to non-peak use time periods.

Having low ranger to visitor ratios puts an excessive burden on park rangers, increasing the time it takes for rangers to respond to injury 
or incidents and decreasing visitor access to rangers for education and information. 

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

Non-Outfitter Commercial and Event Use of Smith Rock shall be restricted to non-peak use time periods.    

The ratio of rangers to visitors should not be less than 1 ranger per X visitors more than 10% of the day during peak use time periods       

Issue permits for Non-Outfitter Commercial and Event use and restrict the issuance of permits to non-peak time periods.    

Track daily visitor use and correlate use to staffing records. If the ranger to visitor ratio is below the indicated threshold, consider adding 
staff to increase the ratio back into the acceptable threshold range, or consider limiting peak use to decrease the visitor numbers until 
the ratio is within the acceptable threshold range.     

Non-Outfitter Commercial and Event Use Access

Number of Park Rangers/Number of Park Visitors at one time

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Limit Non-Outfitter Commercial and Event Use to Non-Peak Use Time Periods

Maintain a Sustainable Ranger to Visitor Ratio 

Parkwide Management Indicators

Management Indicators 

Management Indicators 
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A high number of emergency incidents puts undue pressure on park staff and creates undesirable conditions for park visitors. Emergency 
incidents may be an indication of a low ranger to visitor ration, park crowding, or other dangerous park conditions. Monitoring and man-
aging for low to zero incidents will help the Smith Rock Management Team meet the goals and objectives identified by park staff.  

A high number of citations, warnings and advisory contacts puts undue pressure on park staff and creates undesirable conditions for park 
visitors. Monitoring and managing for a lower citation rate will help the Smith Rock Management Team meet the goals and objectives 
identified by park staff.  

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

RATIONALE

There are no more than 2 minor emergency incidents and 0.5 major emergency incidents per week. 

There are no more than 4 citations, 8 written warnings and 12 advisor contacts issued per week. 

Issue permits for Non-Outfitter Commercial and Event use and restrict the issuance of permits to non-peak time periods.    

Track weekly citations, written warnings and advisory contact numbers and identify patterns in incident occurrence. When patterns pres-
ent themselves, create management objectives that address preventative measures for those incident typologies. Increasing the ranger to 
visitor ratio and limiting visitor use are global measures that could help address citation rates.         

Number of Major and Minor Emergency Incidents

Number of Citations, Written Warnings and Advisory Contacts

MONITORING STRATEGY

MONITORING STRATEGY

Limit Emergency Incident Rates

Limit Citation Rates

Indicators & Thresholds

Management Indicators 

Management Indicators 
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Increasing the percentage of visitors who access educational and informative materials can improve visitor experience,  
decrease emergency incident rates, decrease citation rates, and decrease visitor impact on the parks cultural and natural resources.  

INDICATOR

THRESHOLD

RATIONALE

No less than xx% of visitors per week shall access educational materials. 

Issue topic specific survey questions at regular intervals to determine the percentage of visitors utilizing educational materials. If access 
rates come in below targets, develop strategies for more actively engaging visitors, especially during peak use periods when rangers may 
be overwhelmed by the number of users.    

Percentage of Visitors who have accessed educational materials.

MONITORING STRATEGY

Increase Education Engagement of Visitors Management Indicators 
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Capacity can be defined as the amount and type of use that is compatible with 
the management prescription for an area (Capacity Work Group, 2010). Capacity 
is reported as a quantitative value and must have 3 components; 1) a unit of use, 
2) timing and 3) a location. The basis for a numerical capacity evaluation is the 
park goals and objectives, and the selected indicators and thresholds developed to 
measure performance against goals. 

4.0 Numerical Capacity

Smith Rock is a complex setting with many overlays of use (ecological, visitor, managerial), and each of these uses have independent and 
dynamic factors determining their numerical visitor capacity. In order to simplify this complexity into a digestible framework, this assessment 
utilized analysis areas to broadly scale appropriate levels of use according to the physical characteristics of the areas, including; botanical re-
sources, wildlife resources, cultural resources, the expectations for visitor experience, the nature of the physical infrastructure (trails) and park 
features (see section 2 of this report). This approach is similar to the settings defined within the US Forest Service Recreation Opportunity 
Spectrum analysis, which allows many factors to influence the definition of a setting which can then be used to define appropriate use level.

Due to the complexity of the relationship between visitor use levels and natural resource degradation, we did not define a direct and mech-
anistic quantitative relationship between the two. Nonetheless, sensitive natural resources were considered when allocating quantitative use 
levels. The presence and quantity of sensitive natural resources were considered when defining the setting classification of each analysis area, 
and that setting was used to calibrate the appropriate levels of visitor use. Generally, settings with higher percentages of sensitive resources 
were assigned more conservative (lower) levels of use. See table 5.4 for the values used per analysis area and trail classification. Since use is 
restricted at Smith Rock to trails, climbing and park features, allocating capacity to these uses accounts for the total capacity of the park.

Photo Credit: Michael Yun
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This assessment reports physical capacity as Persons At One Time 
(PAOT), and does not extrapolate this value to provide an estimate 
of Persons per Day, Week, Month or Year. PAOT is commonly used to 
describe visitor capacity, and simply describes the number of visitors 
that Smith Rock can accommodate at one time. A follow up study 
will attempt to extrapolate this value across relevant time periods, 
and compare the result to existing use data.    

After the physical capacity of the park was estimated, this result was 
then compared against the design capacity of the parking lots. This 
relationship can provide OPRD planners with insight into whether or 
not adding additional parking is desirable given the existing physical 
capacity of the site.   

It is important to note that not all of the identified indicators and 
thresholds have a persons at one time number directly associated 
with them, and therefore could not be included in the numerical 
capacity estimate. Additionally, not every park goal and objective has 
been associated with an indicator and threshold at this time. It is 
possible that the indicators not directly associated with a persons at 
one time limit could continue to attenuate the numerical capacity of 
the park, triggering management responses even at use levels below 
the estimated capacity. Alternately, it’s possible that the numeric 
capacity of the park could increase if additional park features, trails 
or climbing capacity is added, or if park goals and objectives shift. 

The nature of an adaptive management approach is to provide a 
flexible framework through which to evaluate physical and experien-
tial changes and to provide mechanisms and triggers for manage-
ment action to ensure performance meets the established goals 
and objectives. An estimate of numerical visitor capacity summa-
rizes quantitative thresholds associated with indicators in order to 
produce an estimated appropriate level of use that can still sustain 
those goals and objectives. Numerical capacity is a defensible 
watermark that can be used to inform management and planning 
decisions and may be used to allocate permits and set limits for use 
in settings where that is necessary, but it should only be considered 
one element within the broader adaptive management and compre-
hensive planning framework. 

Future efforts could seek to identify additional quantitative thresh-
olds related to visitor use levels and wildlife disturbance. unable to 
find sufficient information to support that effort by the time the re-
port was submitted. One such indictor we had pursued was the deci-
bel level at which nesting birds or other wildlife would be disturbed. 
If we find a good basis for defining that or other similar indicators 
and thresholds, they can be added to the next stage of development 
of the report. Since park conditions and management goals evolve 
over time, this report should be considered a living document that 
will be updated as necessary  

Numerical Capacity

Photo Credit: Michael Yun
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Trail Capacity

The physical capacity of the trails was estimated by evaluating the settings of those features, referencing standards used nationally in similar 
settings and consideration of visitor survey responses and expert input. Two units are commonly used to quantify trail capacity in park settings; 
trail encounters per hour and persons per view (Manning, 2011). Trail encounters per hour is more commonly applied in more remote or 
wilderness settings, and persons per view is more commonly applied in ‘front country’ or more highly trafficked settings. Smith Rock has trails 
that fit into both categories, so a matrix converting encounters per hour to persons per view was developed, see Table 5.1. 

The Smith Rock Trails Assessment (OPRD, 2017) recommended classifying trails in 5 categories (Easiest, Easy, Moderate, Difficult and Extremely 
Difficult) and suggested parameters to use to assign categories to each trail. These classifications consider a number of parameters relevant to 
capacity including; surface type, setting, width, average slope and max slope. In order to maintain consistency, these same classifications were 
used for the capacity assessment, though some additional categories were added. See tables 5.2 and 5.3 for trail classification descriptions for 
trails with assigned capacity and trails without assigned capacity. 

Encounters Per Hour PPV (150ft) People Per Mile

0.25 0.0024 0.08

0.5 0.0047 0.17

1 0.0095 0.33

15 0.0473 1.67

10 0.0947 3.33

15 0.1420 5.00

20 0.1894 6.67

25 0.2367 8.33

50 0.4735 16.67

105.6 1.00 35.20

211.2 2.00 70.40

528 5.00 176.00

739.2 7.00 246.40

1056 10.00 352.00

1584 15.00 528.00

2112 20.00 704.00

3168 30.00 1056.00

4224 40.00 1408.00

Setting Front Country Front Country Back Country Back Country Back Country

Surface Barrier Free Natural Natural Natural Natural

Description Easiest Easy Moderate Difficult Extremely Difficult

Class 1 2 3 4 5

Width ≥3' ≥3' ≥2' ≥2' NA

Avg Slope <5% <7% <10% 15%-25% >25%

Max Slope 8% 12% 20% 25%-40% >40%

AA 1C, 1D 1B, 1C, 1D 1A, 1B, 2, 3 1B, 2, 3 2, 3

Table 5.1      Trail Encounters and Persons Per View Matrix

Table 5.2     Trail Classifications for Trails with Assigned Capacity

* Assumes half of the people are traveling in each direction at 3mph
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Trail typologies that weren’t used for hiking purposes were assumed to have no capacity of their own. The basis for this rationale is that these 
trails are only being used to convey people to and from other uses that will themselves have a defined capacity such as; climbing routes,  
the bivouac area, picnic features, event spaces and the welcome center. Rogue trails were determined to have no capacity as they are not  
an intentional park feature and management intends to close them to allocate all trail use to those developed and maintained by OPRD. 

Once the trail classifications were established, the analysis areas were used to assign the appropriate Persons Per View based on the 
setting and the classification. Table 5.4 shows the assigned PPV per Trail Class and Analysis Area. Commonly used PPV in similar settings 
were referenced (Manning, 2011), in addition to a review of the OPRD Smith Rock Visitor Survey, and field observation.  

These PPV allocations were applied to trail classifications within each analysis area in GIS, resulting in an overall trail capacity for Smith Rock 
State Park. Table 5.5 summarizes total trail length and capacity per class and analysis area.  

The resulting total trail capacity of Smith Rock State Park is 769 PAOT. 

Setting Climber Access Rogue Trail Overnight Utilitarian

Surface Natural Natural Natural Barrier Free

Description Climbing Access Rogue Trail Bivouac Access Conveyance

Class 6 7 8 9

Width NA NA NA NA

Avg Slope NA NA NA NA

Max Slope NA NA NA NA
AA 2, 3 All 1B 1B, 1C, 1D

Analysis Area

1A 1B 1C 1D 2 3

1 5.00 5.00 7.00 5.00 NA NA

2 2.50 2.50 5.00 2.50 2.00 1.00

3 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 0.4735

4 1.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 0.4735 0.2367

5 NA NA NA NA 0.2367 0.1894*

Analysis Area 1A 1B 1C 1D 2 3

Name Southern Point Bivouac Day Use Northern Point Riparian Upland

Ft PAOT Ft PAOT Ft PAOT Ft PAOT Ft PAOT Ft PAOT

1 Easiest 0.0 0.0 462.0 15.4 4,938.7 230.5 2,467.0 82.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 Easy 804.8 13.4 413.1 6.9 241.6 8.1 468.3 7.8 14,595.1 194.6 0.0 0.0

3 Moderate 86.6 1.2 0.0 0.0 47.8 1 236.6 3.2 14,834.1 96.4 283.7 0.9

4 Difficult 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 158.3 3.2 0.0 0.0 3,622.9 12.6 15,019.6 23.7

5 Very Difficult 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 0.0 5,092.9 67.9

6 Climbing Access 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,846.6 0.0 21,621.7 0.0

7 Rogue Trails 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3,174.8 0.0 5,132.8 0.0

8 Bivouac Access 0.0 0.0 2,640.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9 Conveyance 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2,167.0 0.0 115.9 0.0 79.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Totals 891 15 3,105 22 7,553 243 3,288 93 38,156 304 47,151 93

Table 5.3    Trail Classifications for Trails with No Assigned Capacity

Table 5.4     PPV by Trail Class and Analysis Area

Table 5.5    Smith Rock Trail Capacity

Trail
Class

Trail
Class

* Misery Ridge is an exception due to unique visitor experience expectations, the PPV has been raised from 0.1894 to 2.

Numerical Capacity
SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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Park Feature Capacity 

The physical capacity of the park features was estimated by evaluating the design of the features and the settings of those features. Park 
features were sorted into 4 categories; Picnic, Event, Overnight and Other. Other accommodated features that weren’t repeated on site, spe-
cifically; the visitor’s center and the overlook in Analysis Area 1C. Capacity of these features is generally apparent by their design. For example, 
the picnic tables were given a capacity of 6 PAOT, and the wedding area was given a capacity of 36 PAOT based on the amount of seating 
available. OPRD may adjust these capacities based on on-going visitor feedback, management input or other information. 

Table 5.6 summarizes the park feature capacity at Smith Rock.  

Climbing Capacity  

The physical capacity of the climbing destinations was estimated by evaluating the settings of those features, referencing standards used na-
tionally in similar settings, consideration of visitor survey responses and expert input. Ian Caldwell, with over 25 years of experience climbing 
at Smith Rock, provided on-going feedback throughout the development of this assessment. His input helped to define the primary climbing 
areas, account for the number of commonly used routes in those areas, and determine the average size of group that would be on those 
routes. For the purposes of this assessment it was assumed that a small group had 3 PAOT and a large group had 12 PAOT. 

It is understood that there are effectively an indeterminate number of routes at Smith Rock, due to the vast extent of climbable rock and the 
unique ways to utilize it, but for the purposes of this assessment, it was most important to evaluate the areas that are regularly used because 
those areas are most likely to experience crowding before climbers move to more peripheral routes.  The number and location of routes used 
in this assessment is contained within the GIS data submitted with this report. Table 5.7 summarizes the climbing capacity identified for Smith 
Rock. Please see Figure 2.6 which shows a map of the climbing areas. OPRD has identified highlining as a related but separate recreation use, 
and determining the capacity for highlining is beyond the scope of this report. 

The resulting total climbing capacity at Smith Rock State Park is 249 PAOT. 

The resulting total day-use park feature capacity of Smith Rock State Park is 160 PAOT. The resulting overnight capacity is 114 PAOT. 

Table 5.6 Smith Rock Park Feature Capacity

Table 5.7 Smith Rock Climbing Capacity

Analysis Area 1A 1B 1C 1D 2 3

Name Southern Point Bivouac Day Use Northern Point Riparian Upland

Number PAOT Number PAOT Number PAOT Number PAOT Number PAOT Number PAOT

Picnic 0 0 0 0 12 78 1 6 1 20 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0

Event 0 0 0 0 1 10 1 36 0 0 0 0

Overnight 0 0 1 114 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 1 114 14 98 3 42 1 20 0 0

Analysis Area 1A 1B 1C 1D 2 3

Name Southern Point Bivouac DayUse Northern Point Riparian Upland

Areas 0 0 0 1 2 19

Group Size NA NA NA NA Large Small

Highlining TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD

PAOT 0 0 0 12 24 213

Trail
Class
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In order to convert VAOT into PAOT, the results from OPRD’s Smith Rock Visitor Survey were used to apply an average number of passengers 
in all vehicles to the total number of spaces. The resulting average from the survey is 3.13 Passengers Per Vehicle. This number was then multi-
plied by the total number of spaces, see table 5.10.  

Existing Physical Capacity of Smith Rock

Since visitor use is not accommodated outside of developed features at Smith Rock, the visitor capacity of the park is defined here as the sum 
of the visitor capacity of the trails, park features and climbing destinations.  The sum of the trail, park feature and climbing capacities results in 
a total day use park capacity of 1,178 PAOT, and an overnight capacity of 114 PAOT, see table 5.8 for a summary. 

As discussed in the preface to the results in this section, the numerical capacity estimate is a result of the quantitative indicators and thresh-
olds and may need to be adjusted based on other management goals and objectives that are not fully accounted for. While non-quantitative 
goals, objectives and indicators were considered when establishing the analysis areas (such as the preservation of functioning ecosystems), 
which were then used to scale quantitative thresholds (such as PAOT on trails), the monitoring of these non-quantitative indicators could 
trigger management actions that could affect the physical capacity estimate.   

Parking Capacity 

Parking capacity is defined simply as the number of parking spaces in the parking areas at Smith Rock State Park. Smith Rock has four 
permanent parking areas and 1 temporary parking area that is in regular use when the park is experiencing crowding. The capacities of these 
parking areas was determined by creating existing parking counts from detailed aerial photos and converting that information into GIS data. 
For the purposes of this assessment, the temporary lot was considered normal parking capacity because it’s in regular use. Parking capacity is 
reported as Vehicles At One Time (VAOT). A summary of this data is shown in table 5.9. 

Table 5.9 Smith Rock Vehicle Parking Capacity

Table 5.8 Smith Rock Physical Capacity

Analysis Area 1A 1B 1C 1D 2 3

Name Southern Point Bivouac Day Use Northern Point Riparian Upland

Parking 
Type

Spaces PAOT Spaces PAOT Spaces PAOT Spaces PAOT Spaces PAOT Spaces PAOT

Standard 0 0 0 0 227 738.68 34 106.42 0 0 0 0

Temporary 0 0 0 0 0 0 102 319.26 0 0 0 0

ADA 0 0 0 0 9 28.17 2 6.26 0 0 0 0

Bus 0 0 0 0 5 16.65 0 0 0 0 0 0

Overnight 0 0 75 234.75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 75 234.75 241 754.33 218 431.94 0 0 0 0

Lots None PA4 PA2, PA3 PA1, PA5 None None

Features Trails Climbing Total

Day Use PAOT 160 769 249 1,178

Overnight PAOT 114 NA NA 114

Numerical Capacity
SMITH ROCK VISITOR CAPACITY REPORT
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Comparison of Parking and Physical Capacity 

The capacity of the parking and the physical capacity of the park are functionally directly linked, yet determined by independent factors. Deter-
mining the existing relationship between parking capacity and physical capacity of the park can help establish priority actions at Smith Rock 
during the master plan update. 

According to the results of this assessment, the capacity of existing day use parking slightly exceeds the day use physical capacity of the park 
by 8 PAOT, indicating that if the existing on site parking is full, then the park is slightly over capacity. The small margin of difference suggests 
that the current parking is well balanced with the existing physical capacity of the park. Due to excessive parking on the roadways and the 
clustering of visitors at high priority destinations, visitors may still be experiencing crowding and park resources may be undergoing degrada-
tion at current use levels. It may be desirable to plan for additional physical capacity within the park before adding parking in order to keep 
impacts within the limits of acceptable change. 

Next Steps

Continued monitoring of the indicators documented in this report is necessary to ensure that park management adapts to evolving physical 
conditions of the park. Updates and additions to the indicators and thresholds should be made in accordance with new or altered park goals 
and objectives or resulting observed conditions in variance with the expected result. The results of this report can be used to inform current 
management and planning efforts at Smith Rock, and should be taken as a component of a holistic effort that is balanced by expert opinion, 
management input and public involvement in accordance with OPRD standards. 

Vehicles PPV Total

Day Use 379 3.13 1186.3

Overnight 75 3.13 234.75

Table 5.10 Smith Rock Parking Capacity
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